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Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and through its counsel, 

pursuant to Section 200.830 of the Rules of Practice (83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.800), 

respectfully submits its Brief on Exceptions to the Proposed Order issued by the 

Administrative Law Judges (“ALJs”) on May 1, 2012 ("Proposed Order" or “PO”) in the 

above-captioned matter. 

The PO was issued following the conclusion of evidentiary hearings held on 

March 7, 8, 9, 12 and 13, 2012 and the filing of initial and reply briefs by Staff, ComEd, 

the People of the State of Illinois (“AG”) and AARP, the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”) 

and the City of Chicago (“City”), Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad 

Corporation d/b/a/ Metra (“Metra”) and the Chicago Transit Authority (“CTA”), Illinois 

Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”), the Commercial Group (“CG”), United States 

Department of Energy (“DOE”), and IBEW.  Although Staff supports many of the PO’s 

conclusions, there are items to which Staff takes exception to as set forth below. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview Summary 

Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act (“PUA” or “Act”) provides that an 

electric utility or combination utility serving more than one million customers may elect 

to become a “participating utility” and voluntarily undertake an infrastructure investment 

program as described in the Section.  A participating utility is allowed to recover its 

expenditures made under the infrastructure investment program through the 

ratemaking process, including, but not limited to, the performance-based formula rate 

and process set forth in Section 16-108.5. (220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(b)). 

On November 8, 2011 Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) filed its 

performance-based formula rate tariff, Rate DSPP – Delivery Service Pricing and 

Performance (“Rate DSPP”) under Section 16-108.5 which the Illinois Commerce 

Commission (“Commission”) suspended on the same day. (Suspension Order, Docket 

No. 11-0721, November 8, 2011) 
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II. OVERALL REVENUE REQUIREMENT  

III. RATE BASE    

A. Overview   

B. Potentially Uncontested Issues  

1. Plant-in-Service  

a. 2010 Distribution Plant  

b. 2010 General and Intangible Plant, Other Than 
Functionalization (see III.C.2.b)  

2. Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes  

a. SERP (see also V.b.8)  

b. 401(k) Matching  

3. Materials & Supplies Inventories  

4. Regulatory Assets & Liabilities  

a. Regulatory Assets  

b. Asset Retirement Obligation  

c. Deferred Credits  

d. Other Deferred Charges  

5. Customer Deposits, Including Staff Proposal Regarding Interest 
(see also V.B.2)  

6. Customer Advances 

7. Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization (Other than Derivative 
Impacts)  

8. Non-AFUDC Construction Work in Progress  

 Staff agrees with the conclusion reached regarding Non-AFUDC Construction 

Work in Progress, but suggests additional clarifying language be added to avoid 

confusion, as set forth below. 
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Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 7) 
 
   8.  Non-AFUDC Construction Work in Progress 
 
 For purposes of the forecast revenue requirement, Tthe Commission adopts 
Staff’s adjustment to remove specific non-Allowance for Funds Used During 
Construction (“AFUDC”) construction work in progress (“CWIP”) amounts from 2010 
rate base, as those amounts were also included in the balance of 2011 projected plant 
additions.  Staff argued that including non-AFUDC CWIP projects in both 2010 rate 
base and 2011 projected plant additions would overstate the rate base used in 
developing the forecast revenue requirement, and that adjustments to include in the 
revenue requirement amounts that are proxies or reasonable representations of what 
can be expected to exist in the future, such as the inclusion of non-AFUDC CWIP in the 
forecast revenue requirement, are not appropriate in this proceeding.  For the 
determination of the reconciliation revenue requirement, Staff acknowledged, however, 
that non-AFUDC CWIP is a real cost of providing delivery service, and it should be 
recovered accordinglyincluded in rate base.  In surrebuttal testimony, the Company 
agreed with Staff’s position regarding the treatment of non-AFUDC CWIP in the 
determination of both the forecast revenue requirement and the reconciliation revenue 
requirement.  The Commission finds that during the reconciliation process, non-AFUDC 
CWIP should be included as a component of the year’s actual cost.  To be clear, 
consistent with past practice of this Commission, CWIP subject to AFUDC has not been 
included in rate base, nor should it be. 
 

C. Potentially Contested Issues  

1. Average Year or End of Year Rate Base (see also VIII.C.1)  

 Staff agrees with the conclusion reached in the PO to use an average rate base 

going forward in reconciliations as set forth by the IIEC, AG, CUB, City of Chicago, 

AARP, and Commission Staff.  However, Staff notes that contrary to the language 

within the final paragraph of the conclusion, Staff’s proposal on how the average rate 

base should be calculated was not adopted in the PO. 

 Staff did recommend that the Commission require a new work paper be 

incorporated into the Company’s formula, which calculates the average rate base to be 

used in determination of the reconciliation revenue requirement.  Staff also 

recommended that Sch FR A-1-REC, Line 12 of the Company formula be changed to 
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both refer to the new work paper and to adopt the average rate base amount 

determined in the new work paper.  (Staff IB, p. 103; PO, p. 10)  However, it was the 

AG/AARP which proffered the proposal ultimately adopted by in the PO.  (AG/AARP IB, 

pp. 69-70; PO, p. 13)  Accordingly, the PO should be amended to so state. 

Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 21) 
 

The final paragraph of the Commission Analysis and Conclusions on this topic 

should be amended as follows:  

Finally, we adopt the additional proposal made by Staff and by the 
AG/AARP, in that, we are requiring ComEd to change Schedule FR. A-1 
Rec, to add a line after line 12 for the year- end rate base from the 
previous year.  ComEd is also required to insert another line after that line 
for the average of the two years.   

 
 

2. Plant-in-Service  

a. Original Cost Finding Regarding 2010 Plant  

b. 2010 General and Intangible Plant, (G&I) Including 
Functionalization  

i. Methodologies 

ii. Wages & Salaries (W&S) Allocator Calculation (see 
also V.C.1.e)  

c. 2011 Plant Additions  

 Staff disagrees with the conclusion reached in the PO to reject Staff’s adjustment 

to reduce 2011 plant additions based on its analysis of historical data.  Staff also takes 

exception to the characterization of its adjustment to reduce overall plant additions as 

set forth in the PO.  Finally, Staff takes exception to the PO’s conclusions with respect 
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to Staff’s adjustment for incomplete or cancelled projects to the extent that it implies that 

no investigation of plant additions is necessary or required. 

 Contrary to the PO’s characterization of Staff’s adjustment (PO, p. 34), the Staff 

adjustment to reduce projected plant additions to reflect the Company’s historical 

spending variance from budgeted plant additions is not based upon differences from 

what was incurred as a cost in previous years.  Staff did not compare the plant additions 

costs projected by the Company in the current year to those costs in prior years as the 

PO suggests.  Staff’s adjustment was based on review of historical data which 

incorporated the multiple and dynamic considerations ultimately relied upon in the 

Company’s models, processes, and procedures used in developing its plant additions 

budgets.  (Staff IB, p. 24)  ComEd’s own forecasts take into account various historical 

trends and factors. (Staff Ex. 16.0, pp. 7-8) Staff’s proposed adjustment merely takes 

into account how historical trends might affect the accuracy of ComEd’s forecast. Staff’s 

analysis of the Company’s historical forecast accuracy illustrates how ComEd’s past 

forecasts faired compared to past actual results.  (Id.)  Nowhere in Staff’s review or 

analysis did Staff compare current costs to those incurred in a previous year. 

 In addition, the PO accepts the Company’s unsupported claim that 2009 data 

was anomalous due to a downturn in ComEd’s “New Business” category.  (PO, p. 34)  

As noted in Staff’s Reply Brief, the Company provided no evidence to support its 

assertion of the presence of anomalous data.  (Staff RB, p. 18)  In fact, ComEd even 

stated that it was unable to provide 2009 budget versus actual information by category 

(e.g. New Business) because, as part of the Company’s standard budgeting and 

variance analysis process, the Company does not budget or forecast plant additions at 
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the category level.  Clearly, there was no basis for ComEd’s claim that 2009 data was 

somehow aberrational consequent to levels of new business, as the Company was 

unable to offer any surrebuttal testimony to rebut Staff’s observations.  (Id.) 

 Considering the entirety of the information in the evidentiary record and the 

analysis relied upon by Staff, the Commission should reject the PO’s conclusion and 

accept Staff’s adjustment to reduce the projected plant additions to reflect the 

Company’s historical spending variance from budgeted plant additions, because it 

provides a more realistic projection of the expected additions to plant in service and a 

method which can be utilized in future evaluations of projected plant additions. 

 With respect to Staff’s adjustment for incomplete or cancelled projects, the PO 

states: 

The 2011 projected plant additions will be subject to a true-up or 
reconciliation pursuant to this provision, with any over-recovery being 
refunded to ratepayers.  Therefore, the statute does not envision the 
situation in a normal rate case where plant addition for the rate year are 
analyzed for completeness and accuracy.  Instead, they are trued up in 
the next reconciliation proceeding.  We therefore decline to adopt Staff’s 
adjustments regarding this issue.   
(PO, p. 34) 
 

 The PO appears to conclude that the accuracy of the 2011 projected plant 

additions is irrelevant, and therefore that no investigation of the plant additions as would 

occur in a normal rate case (i.e. general rate case under Article IX) is necessary, 

because any variances will be trued-up in a subsequent reconciliation proceeding.   

 Staff believes this conclusion is contrary to Section 16-108.5(c) of the Act, which 

clearly provides for an investigation into the prudence and reasonableness of the costs 

incurred by the utility consistent with the same standards applicable to a review of a 

filing for a general increase in rates under Article IX of the Act.  (220 ILCS 5/16-
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108.5(c))  Further, the PO’s conclusion guarantees the use of inaccurate projections, 

which will lead to larger over- or under-estimates of the revenue requirement, which in 

turn will lead to interest being charged unnecessarily to either the Company or to 

Consumers.  Staff believes that to avoid this illogical result, an investigation and 

analysis of the projections is absolutely necessary.   

 Section 16-108.5(c) provides that, in reviewing a utility’s proposed 

performance-based formula rate filing, the Commission’s review: 

…shall be based on the same evidentiary standards, including, but not 
limited to, those concerning the prudence and reasonableness of the costs 
incurred by the utility, the Commission applies in a hearing to review a 
filing for a general increase in rates under Article IX of this Act. 
(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)) 
 

Contrary to the PO’s conclusion, as the above indicates, Section 16-108.5(c) clearly 

envisions precisely the same review of a utility’s filing and costs in this proceeding as 

would apply to a normal rate case.   As Staff pointed out in its Reply Brief, Staff witness 

Rashid’s review of the Company’s distribution projects and projected plant additions 

was conducted pursuant to Section 285.6100 of the Illinois Administrative Code (83 Ill. 

Adm. Code 285.6100), consistent with the standards that would apply to a normal rate 

case.  (Staff RB, pp. 15-16)  Likewise, Mr. Rashid’s prudence and used and useful 

analysis of the Company’s distribution projects and projected plant additions was made 

in accordance with Sections 9-211 and 9-212 of Article IX of the Act, again, consistent 

with the same standards that would apply to a normal rate case.  (Id., pp. 14, 16)  

Therefore, Mr. Rashid’s investigation, analysis and conclusions are entirely consistent 

with the requirements of Section 16-108.5(c) of the Act. 
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 Further, the PO’s conclusion assumes that investigation of projected plant 

additions is unnecessary without considering the illogical consequences of that 

assumption.  Precluding investigation of projections guarantees the use of inaccurate 

projections.  This will inevitably result in larger over- or under-estimates of the revenue 

requirement.  In turn, this will lead to interest being charged unnecessarily to either the 

Company or to ratepayers, an illogical result.  Staff’s review of the projected plant 

additions is intended to evaluate the projections to help ensure the projections are as 

accurate as possible.  While it is correct that variances are subject to a true up in a 

reconciliation proceeding, this true up is neither a substitute for nor mutually exclusive of 

an investigation of projections.  To the contrary, such investigation, by ensuring 

accuracy, is designed to minimize the range of any variances and, therefore, the 

unnecessary charge of interest to either the Company or Consumers.  Accordingly, 

investigation and analysis of the projections is a critical necessity. 

 For the reasons stated above, Staff’s adjustment to reduce the projected plant 

additions to reflect the Company’s historical spending variance from budgeted plant 

additions should be accepted because it provides a more realistic projection of the 

expected additions to plant in service and a method which can be utilized in future 

evaluations of projected plant additions.  In addition, the PO’s conclusion with respect to 

Staff’s adjustment for incomplete or cancelled projects should be modified to reflect 

recognition of the critical necessity for the investigation of projected plant additions, 

consistent with Section 16-108.5(c) of the Act. 

Proposed  Language [Alternative I] 
(PO, p. 34) 
 
 The following language should be changed on page 34 of the PO: 
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    5)  Commission Analysis and Conclusions 
 

With regard to Staff’s average balance calculation issue adjustment 
to the 2011 projected plant additions based on historical forecast 
accuracy, the Commission declines to agrees with Staff and adopts this 
adjustment.  Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act provides that:  

  The Commission shall do the following: 
 

(1) Provide for the recovery of the utility’s actual costs of delivery 
services that are prudently incurred and reasonable in amount 
consistent with Commission practice and law.  The sole fact that a 
cost differs from that incurred in a prior calendar year or that an 
investment is different from that made in a prior calendar year shall 
not imply the imprudent or unreasonableness of that cost or 
investment.   

 
(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c) and (c)(1)).  Therefore, this statute precludes 
disallowances that are solely based upon differences from what was 
incurred as a cost or investment in previous years.  Staff’s adjustment is 
based on a review of historical data which incorporated the multiple and 
dynamic considerations ultimately relied upon in the Company’s models, 
processes, and procedures used in developing its plant additions budgets.  
The adjustment appropriately considers the Company’s historical forecast 
accuracy of ComEd’s past plant addition forecasts compared to past 
actual results.  Additionally, as although ComEd points out, that the recent 
state of the U.S. economy, particularly in 2009, may very well have 
reduced the amount of new business that ComEd acquired, which could 
skew the average that Staff presents the Commission finds this assertion 
to not be pertinent in assessing the accuracy of the Company’s projected 
plant additions in that the state of the U.S. economy should have been 
considered when the 2009 plant additions were budgeted.  If anything, this 
fact provides evidence of the need to consider the historical accuracy of 
ComEd’s budgeting for plant additions.  

 
 Concerning Staff’s adjustment for incomplete or cancelled projects, 

we decline to adopt Staff’s adjustment.  However, this finding does not 

preclude investigation into the accuracy of projected plant additions in the 

future.  We note that in the future, projected plant additions will be subject 

to a true-up or reconciliation pursuant to Section 16-108.5(d)(1) of the Act, 

and recognize the critical need for investigation into the accuracy of these 

projections in these proceedings.we note the following pertinent provision 

in the statute: 

The inputs to the performance-based formula rate for the applicable 
rate year shall be based upon final historical data reflected in the 
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utility’s most recently filed annual FERC Form 1 plus projected 
plant additions and correspondingly updated depreciation reserve 
and expense for the calendar year in which the inputs are filed.  
The filing shall also include a reconciliation of the revenue 
requirement that was in effect for the prior rate year . . . with the 
actual revenue requirement for the prior rate year. .  . . .  Any over-
collection or under-collection indicated by such reconciliation shall 
be reflected as a credit against, or recovered as an additional 
charge to, respectively, with interest, the charges for the applicable 
rate year. . . . 
 

(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(1)).  Here, the “final historical data” as discussed 
in Section 16-108.5(d)(1) concerns 2010 and ComEd has filed projected 
plant additions for 2011.  The 2011 projected plant additions will be 
subject to a true-up or reconciliation pursuant to this provision, with any 
over-recovery being refunded to ratepayers.  Therefore, the statute does 
not envision the situation in a normal rate case where plant additions for 
the rate year are analyzed for completeness and accuracy.  Instead, they 
are trued up in the next reconciliation proceeding.  Although we adopt 
Staff’s adjustment to reduce projected plant additions due to the 
Company’s historical forecast accuracy above, Wwe therefore decline to 
adopt Staff’s adjustments regarding theis project completion and 
cancellation issue.   

 
* * * 

 Should the Commission not agree with the exceptions identified above 

associated with the Company’s historical spending variance, and determine that the 

PO’s conclusion on the historical spending variance issue should remain unchanged; 

Staff recommends the following language changes be adopted to remove the 

mischaracterization of Staff’s testimony on page 34 of the PO: 

 
Proposed Language [Alternative II] 
(PO, p. 34) 
 
    5)  Commission Analysis and Conclusions 
 

 With regard to Staff’s average balance calculation issue adjustment 
to the 2011 projected plant additions based on historical forecast 
accuracy, the Commission declines to adopt this adjustment in this 
proceeding.  Section 16-108.5 of the Public Utilities Act provides that:  
 The Commission shall do the following: 
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(1) Provide for the recovery of the utility’s actual costs of delivery 
services that are prudently incurred and reasonable in amount 
consistent with Commission practice and law.  The sole fact that a 
cost differs from that incurred in a prior calendar year or that an 
investment is different from that made in a prior calendar year shall 
not imply the imprudent or unreasonableness of that cost or 
investment.   
 

(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c) and (c)(1)).  Therefore, this statute precludes 
disallowances that are solely based upon differences from what was 
incurred as a cost or investment in previous years.  Additionally, as 
ComEd points out, the recent state of the U.S. economy, particularly in 
2009, may very well have reduced the amount of new business that 
ComEd acquired, which could skew the average that Staff presents.  The 
Commission considers the historical forecast variance analysis valuable; 
however, the record evidence of the final year-end plant additions data 
available in this proceeding shows that the amount of actual 2011 plant 
additions (jurisdictional) exceeded the amount of projected plant additions.  
This finding does not preclude utilization of historical forecast variance 
analysis in future proceedings. 

 

d. Derivative: Restricted Stock  

e. Derivative: Incentive Compensation  

f. Derivative: Perquisites and Awards  

3. Accumulated Depreciation & Amortization  

4. Cash Working Capital Issues 

a. Revenue Collections Lag 

b. Pass-Through Taxes  

c. Intercompany Billing Lead 

d. Employee Benefits – Pension and OPEB Lead  

e. Accounts Payable Related to CWIP  

f. 401(k) Match  

g. Impact of Current and Deferred Taxes  
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h. ComEd Proposal re Timing of Future Lead/Lag Study  

5. Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT)  

a. ADIT on 2011 Plant Additions  

 Staff’s position set forth in testimony and briefs is that while Sections 16-

108.5(c)(6) and 16-1085(d)(1) of the Act specifically provide for projected plant additions 

and correspondingly updated depreciation reserve and expense, the Act is silent 

regarding correspondingly updated ADIT.  (Staff IB, p. 34)  For this reason, Staff 

maintained that ADIT on 2011 Plant Additions should not be included in the revenue 

requirement used to set rates.  However, since the basis for the PO’s conclusion (to 

adjust project plant additions to account for ADIT) is that such an adjustment is 

necessary to remain consistent with Commission practice and law, as required by 

Section 16-108.5(c)(2) of the Act, Staff does not take exception to the conclusion. 

b. ADIT on Bad Debt Reserve  

c. ADIT on Vacation Pay  

d. ADIT on Incentive Pay  

e. ADIT on FIN47  

6. Operating Reserves  

a. Accrued Vacation Pay  

b. Accrued Incentive Pay  
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IV. REVENUES    

A. Potentially Uncontested Issues  

1. Correction to Lease/Rental Revenues  

B. Potentially Contested Issues  

1. Late Payment Charges Revenues Allocation  

2. New Business and Billing Determinants  

  

V. OPERATING EXPENSES  

A. Overview   

B. Potentially Uncontested Issues  

1. Distribution  

2. Customer Accounts Expenses Other Than Uncollectibles, 
Including Staff Proposal re Interest on Customer Deposits (see 
also III.B.5)  

3. Uncollectibles Expense and Staff Rider Proposal  

4. Customer Service and Informational Expenses  

5. Adjustments for Ratemaking, Other Tariffs, Past Orders, and 
Other Administrative and General Expenses   

a. Regulatory Commission Expense  

b. Transmission-Related Research and Development  

c. Sporting Event Activities  

d. Outside Services  

e. Correction of Error Relating to Rider EDA  

f. Photovoltaic Pilot Costs  

6. Regulatory Asset Amortization: Unusual Operating Expenses, 
Including Storm Costs 
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7. Pension Asset Funding – SERP ADIT Component (see also 
III.B.2.a) 

8. Income Taxes Other Than Interest Synchronization  

9. Depreciation & Amortization Expense, Including Staff’s 
Withdrawn Proposal Regarding a Future Study (Other than 
Derivative Impacts) 

10. Staff Proposal for Finding Regarding Non-Inclusion of Rate Case 
Expense in Initial Rates  

11. Gross Revenue Conversion Factor  

C. Potentially Contested Issues  

1. Administrative and General Expenses  

a. Total  

b. Restricted Stock   

c. Other Incentive Compensation 

i. BSC Annual Incentive Plan Cost Allocation 

 In addressing the issue of incentive compensation related to Exelon Business 

Services Company (“BSC”), the PO concludes that a separate proceeding should be 

initiated to investigate the relationship between BSC and ComEd. (PO, pp. 88-89) Staff 

believes it would be more efficient to conduct such an investigation as part of an annual 

update proceeding, rather than as a separate proceeding.  The update proceedings will 

occur annually and the rate impact, if any, from such an investigation could be 

incorporated more readily than if the investigation were part of a separate proceeding. 

 
Proposed Language 
(PO, pp. 88-89) 
 
 Given the above, the following changes should be made to pages 88-89 of the 

Proposed Order: 
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 We further note that, to ensure that consumers are only paying for BSC 
services that benefit ratepayers, as the AG/AARP note, an investigation should 
follow.  Therefore, after the conclusion of this docket, another docket shall 
commence, which shall we direct Staff to investigate the relationship between 
BSC and ComEd in a subsequent proceeding for the update to the cost inputs to 
the performance-based formula rate pursuant to Section 16-108.5(d) of the Act.  
We acknowledge that the paperwork creating this relationship has already been 
approved in previous dockets.  We further note that there is no determination 
being made here that BSC’s charges are improper.  The Commission would be 
remiss, however, if it ignored the fact that the temptation on the part of 
unregulated affiliates to impose improper charges upon regulated affiliates is 
great.  (See, e.g., docket 01-0707, generally) and this Commission is required by 
law to ensure that this temptation does not create something that harms rate-
paying consumers. 

 

ii. ComEd AIP Costs above Target 

iii. Advance Cap on Incentive Compensation Costs 

d. Perquisites and Awards 

e. W&S Allocator Calculation (see also III.C.2.b.2)  

f. Charitable Contributions  

 The PO errs in rejecting Staff’s proposal to narrowly define the term “public 

welfare” when determining the types of donations which can be recovered from 

ratepayers. Section 9-227 of the Act allows only certain specific categories of donations 

to be recovered from ratepayers.  The all-encompassing definition of “public welfare” 

provided in the PO causes the specific categories of scientific, religious, or educational 

purposes to be redundant.  The PO’s broader interpretation of the meaning of “public 

welfare” effectively allows a utility to give donations to any charitable organization 

regardless of whether its purpose is consistent with the categories set forth in Section 9-

227.  Staff recommends the following changes to the PO: 

 
Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 99) 
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   92) Commission Analysis and Conclusions 

 Section 9-227 of the Public Utilities Act provides that a public utility 
may recover (from rates) its charitable contributions made for the public 
welfare or for charitable scientific, religious or educational purposes, 
provided that such donations are reasonable in amount.  (220 ILCS 5/9-
227).  Logically, the term “public” includes only the rate paying public, 
which is ComEd’s service territory.  It is not disputed that the University of 
Wisconsin is outside of ComEd’s service territory.  Therefore, the “public” 
that ComEd serves receives no benefit from its charitable contribution to 
this university.  As was the case in docket 10-0467, this outside 
contribution is disallowed.   

 We also disagree with ComEd’s disdain for use of the dictionary 
definition of words in statutes.  The term “public welfare” is not a legal term 
of art.  Additionally, it is well-settled that when construing a statute, the 
plain meaning of the words therein must be given effect.  (See, e.g., Ries 
v. City of Chicago, 242 Ill. 2d 205, 216, 950 N.E.2d 631 (2011); Land v. 
Board of Education, 202 Ill. 2d 414, 431, 781 N.E.2d 414 (2002)).   

 We additionally disagree with the construction of this statute that 
was proposed by Staff and CUB/City.  The statute cited above allows the 
recovery of only those donations which are made for specifically 
enumerated purposes.  An overly broad definition of the term “public 
welfare” would encompass the specific purposes enumerated in the 
statute and cause them to be redundant.While, it appears, based upon the 
CUB/City argument above, that it is unusual for charitable contributions, 
which are tax-deductible, to be also included in rates, the statute cited 
above allows for such inclusion.  However, the term “public welfare” only 
means contributing to the general good of the public.  There has been no 
showing that this is incorrect.  While it would be preferable that ComEd 
donated to organizations that help the needy and the poor, the Company 
has the discretion to donate to any organization of its choosing.many 
organizations, including those that promote the arts and those that 
promote community and economic development however recovery of such 
donations from customers is not consistent with the intent of the statute.  
arecontribute to the general good of the public.  Those organizations just 
serve a public need that is different from serving the needy and the poor.  
Without more, we cannot say that ComEd’s donations to these 
organizations did not serve the “public welfare.”  Charitable donations are 
not a necessary expense for providing safe, reliable service to its 
customers and any donation recovered from ratepayers must adhere to a 
strict interpretation of the statute. The Commission therefore accepts the 
adjustment to declines to adjust ComEd’s charitable contributions 
including beyond the contribution to the University of Wisconsin, as is 
discussed above.   
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 We agree with CUB/City’s observation that a strict interpretation of 
the statute helps to ensure a more reasonable level of contributions is 
recovered from ratepayers.  However, at this time, Staff and CUB/City 
have not given details as to how their recommendations would ensure that 
ratepayer funds are donated to charities that adequately serve ratepayers. 

 

g. Advertising Expense  

 The PO errs in rejecting Staff’s proposal to disallow costs for advertising which is 

“goodwill” in nature and incremental to what the Company has historically spent on 

conservation of energy advertising. Section 9-225 prohibits recovery of costs for 

advertising which is designed primarily to bring the utility’s name before the general 

public in such a way as to improve the image of the utility. (220 ILCS 5/9-225)  The 

evidence demonstrates that Staff’s adjustment would disallow costs for advertising that 

does that very thing. (Staff Ex. 17.0, pp. 5-6)    

 In addition, incremental energy efficiency advertising is to be recovered through 

Rider EDA. To the extent these advertisements relate to energy efficiency for programs 

approved as part of ComEd’s energy efficiency plans at all, the record shows that their 

costs should be considered for recovery through Rider EDA rather than the formula 

rate. (Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 8) Therefore, even if the advertisements that Staff seeks to 

disallow are found to be allowable as conservation of energy advertising then the costs 

of these advertisements should be evaluated and potentially recovered through Rider 

EDA.  An accurate assessment of the cost effectiveness of the energy efficiency 

measures is not possible without the consideration of all the costs involved.  In its Initial 

Brief, Staff demonstrated the baseline amount for conservation of energy advertising 

was $157,000 in 2006. (Staff IB, p. 53)  Any expenditure above that amount is 

incremental and should be considered for recovery through Rider EDA.  
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 Staff recommends the following changes to the PO:  

 
Proposed Language 
(PO, pp. 101-102) 
 

   95) Commission Analysis and Conclusion  

 Section 9-225(3) of the Act sets forth the categories of advertising 
that shall be considered allowable operating expenses for an electric 
utility.  220 ILCS 5/9-225(3).  ComEd requests approval to include $3.062 
million of advertising expense in its revenue requirement.  Staff proposes 
to disallow $2.65 million that it considers to be “goodwill” in nature and 
incremental to ComEd’s historical expenditures for energy conservation 
advertising.  The Commission finds that Staff has not made a showing that 
the two advertisements it places at issue are goodwill in nature, meaning 
they are “designed primarily to bring the utility’s name before the general 
public in such a way as to improve the image of the utility or to promote 
controversial issues for the utility or the industry.”  220 ILCS 5/9-225(1)(d).  
Nor has Staff provided evidence that the promotional aspect of the 
advertisement outweighs the message of the advertisement.  The 
Commission also finds that Section 9-225 provides for recovery of energy 
efficiency-related advertising costs.  Accordingly, the Commission finds 
that advertising expenses may be recovered under Section 9-225 of the 
Act, and ComEd shall be allowed to recover $3.062 million of advertising 
expense that ComEd has included in its revenue requirement in this 
Docket. 
 The Commission agrees with Staff that the expenditures for energy 
conservation advertising are incremental to what ComEd has historically 
spent on energy conservation advertising and should be evaluated for 
recovery through Rider EDA that was established to recover such 
expenditures.  Thus, Rider EDA is the recovery mechanism for energy 
conservation advertising for approved plan programs whose costs are 
recovered through Rider EDA and not under Section 9-225 through the 
formula rates.  If recovery of these expenditures is provided through both 
Rider EDA and the formula rate, the parameters established for the 
Commission to assess the cost effectiveness of the Company’s energy 
efficiency measures will not provide an accurate assessment of the 
Company’s energy efficiency program.  The parameters established in the 
Company’s energy efficiency program would need to be changed to 
consider that energy efficiency advertising is being recovered through both 
Rider EDA and through the formula rates so that an accurate assessment 
of the cost effectiveness of all costs of the energy efficiency program can 
be considered.   
 Therefore, the Commission accepts Staff’s adjustment to disallow 
$2.65 million of advertising expenses form ComEd’s revenue requirement. 
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2. Depreciation and Amortization Expense (Derivative Impacts)  

3. Taxes Other Than Income, Including Property Taxes  

4. Regulatory Asset Amortization: IEDT  

5. Pension Costs  

a. Pension Asset Funding  

The Commission should reject the PO’s conclusion regarding the pension asset 

funding issue.  The PO’s analysis and conclusion on this issue has serious flaws.  First, 

the dictionary definition of “pension asset” adopted by the PO is inconsistent with its 

ultimate rejection of Staff’s adjustment.  Second, the argument the PO makes to support 

its rejection of Staff’s adjustment is not supported by the facts and prior Commission 

orders.  Third, the effect of the PO’s conclusion would allow the Company a return not 

only on its special/excess contributions but also its normal contributions, which the 

Commission has never allowed before for any utility, even ComEd. 

The PO defines the term “pension asset” using Merriam-Webster.com rather than 

considering the expert testimony of either Staff’s witness or ComEd’s witnesses.  The 

fact that expert witnesses for both Staff and the Company had competing definitions for 

the term, “pension assets” proves Staff’s point that the term “pension asset” does not 

have a plain and ordinary meaning (Staff IB, p. 57), despite the PO’s claims to the 

contrary. (PO, p. 111)  However, by relying upon Merriam-Webster.com to define the 

term “pension asset,” the PO implicitly accepts Staff’s position that the term pension 

asset is not defined under Section 16-108.5 and therefore it is within the Commission’s 

authority to define a pension asset under Section 16-108.5 of the Act as it deems 

appropriate. (Staff IB, p. 56)  Unfortunately, the PO limits itself to a household dictionary 
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to define a complex term but then fails to appropriately apply its own definition of 

“pension asset.” 

The PO adopts a definition for “pension asset”1 which nets the value of the 

assets in the pension fund against the liabilities of the pension fund and concludes that 

the pension asset can have a negative value.  The PO states that: 

The plain meaning of the word “asset” is “an item of value.”  (See, e.g., 
Merriam-Webster.com).  There is no dispute regarding the word “pension.”  
However, with regard to the word “asset,” contrary to Staff’s argument, an “item 
of value,” can have a negative balance, such as a house, upon which, the 
mortgage exceeds the value of the real estate.  That is the situation here, as 
ComEd’s pension plan is under-funded. 

 
(PO, p. 112)  However, if a pension asset can have a negative value as the PO finds, 

then the PO should not have rejected Staff’s adjustment (“[t]he Commission declines to 

accept Staff’s adjustment on this issue.”) (Id.)  The PO should have accepted Staff’s 

adjustment since the effect of the adjustment is to allow no recovery for pension asset 

funding and a negative pension asset by definition would not result in a pension funding 

recovery amount.  

The PO’s only support for rejecting Staff’ adjustment is the PO’s claim that “the 

statute requires recovery in a manner that is consistent with Commission practice.” (Id.)  

There is no dispute that the Commission’s past practice with regard to a “pension asset” 

is that the Commission has never defined “pension asset” consistently or as ComEd 

proposes in this proceeding.  And, in fact, the Commission has never found ComEd to 

even have a pension asset. (Staff IB, p. 57; Staff RB, p. 42)  What is undisputed is the 

                                            
1 “If one were to rely upon the household dictionary for the definition of “pension asset” then one 
would likely only consider the assets in the trust which are worth billions of dollars.  However 
neither Staff nor the Company interpreted the term “pension asset” in such a way. 
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Commission practice to only allow a return on excess/special contributions.  In Docket 

No. 05-0597, ComEd was allowed a debt return on a special pension contribution. 

(Amendatory Order, November 3, 2008, Docket No. 07-0566, pp. 1-2) Then, in 

ComEd’s next rate case, Docket No. 07-0566, the Commission allowed the same 

recovery that was approved in Docket No. 05-0597. (Staff Ex. 13.0, p. 8)  Finally, in 

Docket No. 10-0467, ComEd was allowed the recovery of costs associated with its 2005 

special/excess pension contributions at a declining balance assuming the “debt” 

principal would have declined over time and for the 2009 special/excess contribution the 

recovery was limited to the amount of ratepayer benefit due to that special/excess 

contribution. (Staff Ex. 13.0, p. 9) (See also, Staff IB, p. 61)  Despite the PO’s claims to 

the contrary (PO, p. 112), adoption of the PO’s position would be inconsistent with prior 

Commission practice.  The rejection of Staff’s adjustment would allow the Company a 

return on not only its special/excess contributions but also on its normal pension 

contributions, which the Commission has never allowed (Tr., March 9, 2012, pp. 457-

460), and the recovery through rates would not be subject to a ratepayer benefit cap 

calculated by only considering the special/excess contributions. 

The PO’s definition of pension asset has serious flaws as does the PO’s 

conclusion that the statute requires recovery for pension asset funding in a manner 

consistent with Commission practice.  Accordingly, the Commission should reject the 

PO’s definition of pension asset and adopt Staff’s definition of pension asset which is 

“the amount by which ComEd’s share of the pension plan is over funded.” (Staff IB, p. 

58)  Staff readily admits that Staff’s definition was not accepted by the Commission in a 

prior ComEd rate case, Docket No. 05-0597.  However, given new facts not present 
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when the Commission initially addressed the pension asset issue in Docket No. 05-

0597, Staff respectfully requests that the Commission reconsider and adopt Staff’s 

definition of pension asset for purposes of Section 16-108.5.   

Staff’s definition of pension asset is reasonable.  While the Company in its 

approach on the “pension asset” issues fails to look at the big picture (Staff Ex. 13.0, p. 

12), Staff takes a much broader view of the pension asset issue.  Staff’s approach views 

the overall status of the pension plan and all its components as it relates to the utility on 

a stand-alone basis.  Staff’s broader view looks at: 

1) the current fair value of the assets in ComEd’s share of the pension trust 
(rather then the amount of contributions made in the year); 

 
2) ComEd’s share of the pension benefit obligation (rather than the amount of 

expense to be recognized in the year); and 
 
3) the overall funded status of ComEd’s share of the plan (rather than the 

prepayment of pension costs for the year). 
 
(Id., p. 12, lines 278 – 289)  Under Staff’s view a “pension asset” exists when the 

pension fund is over funded, not under funded as would be the case under the 

Company’s definition. 

As mentioned above, Staff recognizes that the Commission did not accept Staff’s 

definition of pension asset in Docket No. 05-0597.  However, more is known today 

about ComEd and Exelon’s intentions to fund the pension plan in the future then was 

known in 2005.  In Docket No. 05-0597, the Company argued to the Commission that 

not recognizing a pension asset creates a disincentive for utilities to fund pensions.  

(Corrected Order on Rehearing, December 20, 2006, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 19)  

ComEd also argued that the contribution to the pension plan which created the pension 

asset was part of a larger effort by Exelon to fund its pension plan for all employees. 
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(Order, July 26, 2006, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 29)  The evidence in this proceeding 

shows that the incentive is not working (ComEd’s share of the pension plan is only 

68.2% funded as of December 31, 2010 (Staff Ex. 1.0, Attachments A and B 

respectively) and that in the future the Company is focused on making minimum 

pension payments.  If ComEd was committed to funding its pension plan above and 

beyond what is required by law, which ComEd’s arguments back in 2005 may have led 

the Commission to believe, then one would expect ComEd to have eventually obligated 

itself to have the pension plan fully funded within a certain number of years.  However, 

no such commitment has been made by ComEd or Exelon in their 2010 financial 

statements.  (Tr., March 13, 2012, p. 893)  In fact, of the factors that management 

considers significant enough to set forth in ComEd's financial statements regarding the 

funding of the pension plan, ComEd management focuses on the minimum not the 

maximum (“management considers various factors when making pension funding 

decisions, including actuarially determined minimum contribution requirements under 

ERISA, contributions required to avoid benefit restrictions and at-risk status as defined 

by the Pension Protection Act of 2006, …”) (Tr., March 13, 2012, p. 923; Staff Cross Ex. 

8, (Annual Report, p. 117))  Even in its collective bargaining agreement with the IBEW 

Local 15 ComEd is not required to fully fund the pension plan by a certain date. (Tr., 

March 12, 2012, p. 663)  Finally, counsel for ComEd even stated on the record that 

“[w]ell there's no commitment that ComEd would fully fund its Pension Plan.” (Tr., March 

12, 2012, p. 665)  Because ComEd has not obligated itself to make pension plan 

contributions above the minimum required by law, the incentive the Commission 

allowed the Company back in Docket No. 05-0597 is no longer appropriate.  In addition, 
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Staff would further point out that the other large utility in northern Illinois, Nicor Gas, has 

been able to achieve a fully funded pension plan without the Commission-provided 

incentive of allowing a return on a ‘pension asset.’ (Order, September 20, 2005, Docket 

No. 04-0779, p. 23; Order, March 25, 2009, Docket No. 08-0363, p. 18)  Given all of the 

above, Staff recommends that the Commission define “pension asset” as Staff 

proposed and accordingly adopt Staff witness Ebrey’s adjustment set forth in her 

testimony. (Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 7) 

Based on the foregoing discussion, the Commission should reject the PO’s 

analysis and conclusion on the pension asset funding issue and revise the summary of 

Staff’s position.  

Proposed Language 
(PO, pp. 110-111) 
 

  106) Staff 
 

Citing Section 16-108.5 of the Act, Staff argues that the language 
therein allowing for the recovery of an “investment return on pension 
assets net of deferred tax benefits equal to the utility’s long term debt cost 
of capital as of the end of the applicable period” only allows such return 
when the pension is over-funded.  Staff argues that Section 16-108.5 does 
not mandate that a pension asset, for ratemaking purposes is whatever 
appears on ComEd’s FERC Form 1.  The only mandate, Staff continues, 
is how the investment return on the pension asset is to be determined.   

 
Staff also argues that, while the legislature chose in Section 16-

108.5 to define the investment return on the pension asset as the “utility's 
long-term debt cost of capital as of the end of the applicable calendar 
year,” the legislature also chose to not provide a definition for the pension 
asset, leaving it up to the Commission to define a pension asset.  (Staff 
Initial Brief at 56-57).  Staff acknowledges that generally, the language in a 
statute must be given its plain and ordinary meaning, however, Staff 
reasons that the term “pension asset” is not defined and “pension asset” 
does not have a plain and ordinary meaning.  In fact, Staff continues, 
ComEd’s definition of a pension asset is actually identified in its financial 
statements as a “pre-paid pension asset” not a pension asset, citing 

ComEd Ex. 12.2 at 1).   
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Staff further argues that the pension funding costs that are included 

in the ComEd formula rate filing must be disallowed because, in Staff’s 
opinion, no pension asset exists.  According to Staff, a pension asset, 
fundamentally, is the amount by which ComEd’s share of the pension plan 
is over-funded.  Staff states that the actuarial report of the relevant 
pension plans, in which, ComEd participates shows that ComEd’s share of 
the plans are underfunded, not overfunded.  ComEd participates in a 
pension plan sponsored by its parent company, Exelon Corporation; the 
funded status of the overall Exelon plan as of December 31, 2010 was 
only 70.8%, and the funded status of plans applicable to ComEd was only 
68.2% as of December 31, 2010.  (Staff Ex. 1.0, Attachments A and B 
respectively; Staff Ex. 1.0, Attachment C). 

 
Staff maintains that, contrary to ComEd’s claim, the Commission 

does not have a “long-established practice” of allowing the recovery of the 
costs of pension assets in prior ComEd rate cases.  It acknowledges that 
the Commission has approved ratemaking adjustments based on pension 
contributions in ComEd rate cases since docket 05-0597; however, Staff 
states, the Commission has not accepted ComEd’s requests for recovery 
of a pension asset in those rate cases.  Staff also argues that the 
circumstances behind the ratemaking adjustments that were accepted by 
the Commission and the ultimate derivation of those adjustments varied 
for each rate case.  Additionally, Staff continues, recovery was only 
allowed to the extent that there was ratepayer benefit resulting from the 
contribution.  (Staff Initial Brief at 59).   

 
Staff further argues that, while it is true that in docket 05-0597, on 

rehearing, the Commission stated in its analysis and conclusion that it was 
approving “cost recovery of the Pension Asset under Alternative 3 that 
ComEd proposed on rehearing,” (See, Corrected Order on Rehearing, 
December 20, 2006, docket 05-0597 at 28) the Commission addressed 
the issue of the pension asset in docket 05-0597 again in a subsequent 
docket.  In an Amendatory Order for docket 07-0566, the Commission 
stated the following with regard to its Order in docket 05-0597: 

 
In accordance with our Order in Docket 05-0597, ComEd did 
not include the $803 million pension contribution in rate base 
and instead, included an annual debt return on the pension 
contribution of 4.75%.  In this proceeding, ComEd did not re-
litigate the merits of including the pension contribution in rate 
base. 

 
(Amendatory Order, November 3, 2008, docket 07-0566 at 1-2).  Staff 
states that, in that Order, rather than define the $803 million as a pension 
asset as it did in the Order on Rehearing in docket 05-0597, the 
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Commission clarified that the recovery was not a return on a pension 
asset, but rather it was a return on a pension contribution.  

 
Staff states that its approach views the overall status of the pension 

plan and all its components as it relates to the utility on a stand-alone 
basis, including:  1) the current fair value of the assets in ComEd’s share 
of the pension trust (rather then the amount of contributions made in the 
year); 2) ComEd’s share of the pension benefit obligation (rather than the 
amount of expense to be recognized in the year); and 3) the overall 
funded status of ComEd’s share of the plan (rather than the prepayment of 
pension costs for the year).  (Staff Initial Brief at 6-61). 

 

Staff did recognize that the Commission did not accept Staff’s 
definition of pension asset in Docket No. 05-0597.  However, Staff 
discussed in its initial and reply briefs that more is known today about 
ComEd and Exelon’s intentions to fund the pension plan in the future then 
was known in 2005.  Staff pointed out that in Docket No. 05-0597, the 
Company argued to the Commission that not recognizing a pension asset 
creates a disincentive for utilities to fund pensions.  (Corrected Order on 
Rehearing, December 20, 2006, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 19)  ComEd also 
argued that the contribution to the pension plan which created the pension 
asset was part of a larger effort by Exelon to fund its pension plan for all 
employees. (Order, July 26, 2006, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 29)  Staff 
pointed out that the evidence in this proceeding shows that the incentive is 
not working (ComEd’s share of the pension plan is only 68.2% funded as 
of December 31, 2010 (Staff Ex. 1.0, Attachments A and B respectively)) 
and that in the future the Company is focused on making minimum 
pension payments. 

 
Staff further argued that if ComEd was committed to funding its 

pension plan above and beyond what is required by law, which ComEd’s 
arguments back in 2005 may have led the Commission to believe the 
Company was going to do, then one would expect ComEd to have 
eventually obligated itself to have the pension plan fully funded within a 
certain number of years.  However, no such commitment has been made 
by ComEd or Exelon in their 2010 financial statements.  (Tr., March 13, 
2012, p. 893)  Staff noted that of the factors that management considers 
significant enough to set forth in ComEd's financial statements regarding 
the funding of the pension plan, ComEd management focuses on the 
minimum not the maximum (“management considers various factors when 
making pension funding decisions, including actuarially determined 
minimum contribution requirements under ERISA, contributions required 
to avoid benefit restrictions and at-risk status as defined by the Pension 
Protection Act of 2006, …“) (Tr., March 13, 2012, p. 923; Staff Cross Ex. 
8, (Annual Report p. 117))  Staff further noted that even in its collective 
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bargaining agreement with the IBEW Local 15, ComEd is not required to 
fully fund the pension plan by a certain date. (Tr., March 12, 2012, p. 663)  

 
Staff concluded that because ComEd has not obligated itself to 

make pension plan contributions above the minimum required by law, the 
incentive the Commission allowed the Company back in Docket No. 05-
0597 is no longer appropriate.  In addition, Staff pointed out that the other 
large utility in northern Illinois, Nicor Gas, has been able to achieve a fully 
funded pension plan without the Commission-provided incentive of 
allowing a return on a ‘pension asset.’ (Order, September 20, 2005, 
Docket No. 04-0779, p. 23; Order, March 25, 2009, Docket No. 08-0363, 
p. 18)   

 

Proposed Language 
(PO, pp. 111-112) 

  107) Commission Analysis and Conclusions 

Section 16-108.5 allows a utility to recover an: “investment return 
on pension assets net of deferred tax benefits equal to the utility's long-
term debt cost of capital as of the end of the applicable calendar year. . . .”  
(220 ILCS5/16-108.5(c)(4)(D)).  Staff and ComEd differ as to how they 
define the term “pension assets” in this statute. 

 
Staff’s position is that the term pension asset is not defined under 

Section 16-108.5 and therefore it is within the Commission’s authority to 
define a pension asset under Section 16-108.5 of the Act as it deems 
appropriate. (Staff IB, p. 56) The Company admits that the term is not 
defined under the Act. (ComEd RB, p. 42) Staff defines the pension asset 
as the amount by which ComEd’s share of the pension plan is over 
funded.  Neither the Company nor Staff’s definition has ever been adopted 
by the Commission.  Also, the Commission has never allowed a pension 
asset into rate base.  What the Commission has done is as follows:  In 
Docket 05-0597, ComEd was allowed a debt return on a special pension 
contribution. (Amendatory Order, November 3, 2008, Docket No. 07-0566, 
pp. 1-2) In Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd was allowed the same recovery 
that was approved in Docket 05-0597. (Staff Ex. 13.0, p. 8)  Finally, in 
Docket 10-0467, ComEd was only allowed the recovery of costs 
associated with its 2005 special/excess pension contributions at a 
declining balance assuming “debt” principal would have declined over time 
and the recovery for the 2009 special/excess contribution was limited to 
the amount of ratepayer benefit due to that special/excess contribution. 
(Staff Ex. 13.0, p. 9) 
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While the Company claims that Staff’s adjustment is based on an 
“overly-narrow” definition of the term “pension asset”, that criticism in fact 
describes the Company’s position not Staff’s position.  The Company 
bases its argument solely on the mechanics of the accounting entries the 
Company has made on its books for the pension transactions between 
ComEd and Exelon.  The ratemaking determination for the inclusion of a 
pension asset should be based on a much broader approach instead of 
ComEd witness Ms. Houtsma’s narrow view.  Staff’s approach views the 
overall status of the pension plan and all its components as it relates to 
the utility on a stand-alone basis, including:  1) the current fair value of the 
assets in ComEd’s share of the pension trust (rather then the amount of 
contributions made in the year); 2) ComEd’s share of the pension benefit 
obligation (rather than the amount of expense to be recognized in the 
year); and 3) the overall funded status of ComEd’s share of the plan 
(rather than the prepayment of pension costs for the year).  (Staff Ex. 
13.0, p. 12, lines 278 – 289) 

While the Commission previously rejected Staff witness Ebrey’s 
definition of pension asset in Docket No. 05-0597, more is known today 
about ComEd and Exelon’s intentions to fund the pension plan in the 
future then was known in 2005.  In Docket No. 05-0597, the Company 
argued to the Commission that not recognizing a pension asset creates a 
disincentive for utilities to fund pensions.  (Corrected Order on Rehearing, 
December 20, 2006, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 19)  ComEd also argued that 
the contribution to the pension plan which created the pension asset was 
part of a larger effort by Exelon to fund its pension plan for all employees. 
(Order, July 26, 2006, Docket No. 05-0597, p. 29)  The evidence in this 
proceeding shows that the incentive is not working (ComEd’s share of the 
pension plan is only 68.2% funded as of December 31, 2010 (Staff Ex. 
1.0, Attachments A and B respectively)) and that in the future the 
Company is focused on making minimum pension payments.  If ComEd 
was committed to funding its pension plan above and beyond what is 
required by law, which ComEd’s arguments back in 2005 led the 
Commission to believe the Company was going to do, then one would 
expect ComEd to have eventually obligated itself to have the pension plan 
fully funded within a certain number of years.  However, no such 
commitment has been made by ComEd or Exelon in their 2010 financial 
statements.  (Tr., March 13, 2012, p. 893)  In fact, of the factors that 
management considers significant enough to set forth in ComEd's 
financial statements regarding the funding of the pension plan, ComEd 
management focuses on the minimum not the maximum (“management 
considers various factors when making pension funding decisions, 
including actuarially determined minimum contribution requirements under 
ERISA, contributions required to avoid benefit restrictions and at-risk 
status as defined by the Pension Protection Act of 2006, …”) (Tr., March 
13, 2012, p. 923; Staff Cross Ex. 8, (Annual Report p. 117))  Even in its 
collective bargaining agreement with the IBEW Local 15 ComEd is not 
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required to fully fund the pension plan by a certain date. (Tr., March 12, 
2012, p. 663)  Because ComEd has not obligated itself to make pension 
plan contributions above the minimum required by law, it is clear to the 
Commission that the incentive the Commission allowed the Company 
back in Docket No. 05-0597 is no longer appropriate.  Finally, the other 
large utility in northern Illinois, Nicor Gas, has been able to achieve a fully 
funded pension plan without the Commission-provided incentive of 
allowing a return on a ‘pension asset.’ (Order, September 20, 2005, 
Docket No. 04-0779, p. 23; Order, March 25, 2009, Docket No. 08-0363, 
p. 18)  Given all of the above, the Commission adopts Staff’s definition of 
pension asset set forth by Staff witness Ebrey in her testimony and 
accepts Staff’s proposed adjustment.  Once ComEd has an over funded 
pension plan, i.e. a pension asset as the Commission defines the term 
above, then pursuant to Section 16-108.5(c)(4)(D) ComEd will be able to 
seek recovery through rates a return on that pension asset as set forth in 
the Act. 

 
It is true, as Staff points out, that FAS 87 provides that a pension 

asset, or a prepaid pension cost, is recognized if the net periodic pension 
cost is less than the amounts that the employer contributed to the pension 
plan.  (FAS 87, par. 35).  However, no party has claims that the statute in 
question is ambiguous.  We disagree with Staff’s argument that the term 
“pension asset” does not have a plain ordinary meaning.  These two 
words are everyday English words that have no special legal significance.  
Moreover, there is no argument here that the General Assembly, when 
enacting this new provision, considered detailed and highly-specialized 
accounting standards, this is what FAS 87 is.  We therefore conclude that 
the term “pension asset” consists of two words that must be given their 
plain ordinary meaning, in compliance with well-established rules of 
statutory construction.  (See, e.g., Ries v. City of Chicago, 242 Ill. 2d 205, 
216, 950 N.E.2d 631 (2011)).  The plain meaning of “pension” is a plan 
that pays retirees, or their surviving dependents.  The plain meaning of the 
word “asset” is “an item of value.”  (See, e.g., Merriam-Webster.com).  
There is no dispute regarding the word “pension.”  However, with regard to 
the word “asset,” contrary to Staff’s argument, an “item of value,” can have 
a negative balance, such as a house, upon which, the mortgage exceeds 
the value of the real estate.  That is the situation here, as ComEd’s 
pension plan is under-funded. 

 
Also, this same statute requires that: the performance-based 

formula rate approved by the Commission shall “provide for the recovery 
of the utility's actual costs of delivery services that are prudently incurred 
and reasonable in amount consistent with Commission practice and law.”  
(220 ILCS5/16-108.5(c)(1)). In previous orders, the Commission did in 
substance, but not in form, what ComEd asks the Commission to do here.  
While the Commission, in dockets 05-0597, 07-0566 and 10-0467, did not 
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specifically state that it was allowing recovery of an amount that was 
placed in ComEd’s pension (that was above and beyond what ComEd 
normally pays into its pension plan), as a “pension asset,” it allowed 
recovery of and on such contribution.  Because the statute requires 
recovery in a manner that is consistent with Commission practice, the 
Commission declines to adopt Staff’s adjustment on this issue.   

 

b. Pension Expense 

Staff takes issue with the conclusion in the PO regarding the pension asset 

funding cost, as discussed above.  Related to the pension asset funding cost, Staff 

offered testimony discussing the adjustment necessary to pension expense only if the 

Company’s proposal was accepted. (Staff IB, pp.  65-66 and Staff RB, p. 48)  If the 

Commission accepts Staff’s arguments presented above regarding pension asset 

funding and adopts Staffs recommendation in its conclusion of that issue, which it 

should, the PO’s conclusion regarding the pension expense amount should be revised 

as follows in Alternative I.   

 
Proposed Language [Alternative I] 
(PO, p. 114) 
 
 

  110)   Commission Analysis and Conclusions 
 

The statute provides that ComEd is entitled to: 
  
[R]ecovery of pension and other post-employment benefits 
expense, provided that such costs are supported by an 
actuarial study. . . . 
 

(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(4)(B)).  Thus, the pension expense must be 
supported by an actuarial study.  It is not contested that the 2010 actuarial 
study does not include the $9.977 million in contributions that were made 
in 2010.  Thus, the actuarial study for 2010 cannot “support” the pension 
expense that Staff seeks to exclude.  According to ComEd, because these 
two contributions were “not certain” as of December 31, 2009, the August 
and September 2010 special contributions (the contributions in question) 
were not taken into account in measuring 2010 pension expense.  In other 
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words, based on ComEd’s own wording, in this particular instance, the 
2010 actuarial study does not accurately reflect the amount of money that 
ComEd contributed toward its pension system.  Therefore, the 2012 
actuarial study is the study that “supports” what occurred in 2010.  An 
adjustment in the amount of $9.977 million shall be made.  This is in 
accordance with Staff Ex. 1.0, Attachment E, p. 2  Staff takes issue with 
the pension expense proposed by the Company only if the Commission 
allows recovery of pension asset funding in some manner that includes 
those later contributions which were not considered in the actuarial 
determination of pension expense.  Given the Commission’s decision 
regarding pension asset funding costs in this docket, the Commission 
agrees with Staff that no adjustment is necessary to pension expense. 
 

 
[Alternative II] and Proposed Correction to Appendix A, p. 2  
 

If the conclusion for the pension asset funding costs is adopted as set forth in the 

PO, which it should not be, Staff agrees with the conclusion in the PO regarding 

pension expense.  However, the adjustment is shown on the wrong line of Appendix A 

to the PO.  Pension expense is included in line 11 on the operating statement rather 

than on line 15.  Therefore, to be clear of the line item being adjusted, the (9,977) 

should be moved from line 15 to line 11 on Appendix A, page 2. 

6. Income Taxes: Interest Synchronization    

 

VI. RATE OF RETURN   

A. Overview, Including Overall Cost of Capital  

B. Capital Structure  

1. Year End/Average Year Capital Structure   

2. Long-term Debt and Equity Adjustment Regarding CWIP 
Accruing AFUDC  

3. Equity Adjustment Regarding ComEd of Indiana 
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The PO errs in its analysis and conclusion about the applicability of Section 9-

230 of the Act to ComEd of Indiana.  The PO states: 

The evidence in this case shows that ComEd of Indiana is a regulated 
utility that provides transmission service to ComEd’s service territory in 
northern Illinois.  Section 9-230 does not require that the regulated or 
utility entity be a “public utility” as defined by the Public Utilities Act.  (PO, 
p. 127) 
 

Section 9-230 provides that: 
 

[i]n determining a reasonable rate of return upon investment for any public 
utility in any proceeding to establish rates or charges, the Commission 
shall not include any (i) incremental risk, (ii) increased cost of capital, or 
(iii) after May 31, 2003, revenue or expense attributed to telephone 
directory operations, which is the direct or indirect result of the public 
utility's affiliation with unregulated or nonutility companies. 
(220 ILCS 5/9-230) 

 
Any interpretation of Section 9-230 that does not define “unregulated or nonutility 

company” as a company not regulated by the Illinois Commerce Commission or not an 

Illinois “public utility” as defined by the Act would be arbitrary.  It would also be contrary 

to several prior Commission Orders, which limit the definition of a regulated or utility 

company to a company regulated by the Commission or an Illinois public utility as 

defined by the Act.  For example, in Docket No. 09-0306 et al. (Cons.) the Commission 

concluded that Ameren Energy Resources Generating Company (“AERG”) and 

CILCORP were unregulated affiliates of AmerenCILCO.   

Based on the evidence presented, the Commission can only conclude that 
there has been an increased cost to AmerenCILCO for long-term debt due 
to the presence of its unregulated affiliates, CILCORP and AERG. Staff 
has made a persuasive showing that but for these unregulated affiliates, 
AmerenCILCO would have been assigned a more favorable debt rating 
and would have been able to accomplish the December 2008 bond issue 
at a lower interest rate, as suggested by Staff. Therefore, the Commission 
will adopt Staff's proposed cost of long-term debt rate of 6.69% for 
AmerenCILCO, as to do otherwise would penalize ratepayers for the 
presence of AmerenCILCO's unregulated affiliates, contrary to the 
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provisions of Section 9-230 of the Act. (Order, Docket Nos. 09-0306 et al. 
(Cons.), Apr. 29, 2012, pp. 150-151) 

 

In Docket No. 11-0282, the Final Order reached the same conclusion, noting that 

such conclusion “is consistent with the Commission’s determination in the last AIC rate 

case and is consistent with the requirements of Section 9-230 of the Act.  (Order, 

Docket No. 11-0282, Jan. 10, 2012, pp. 76-77) 

Despite AmerenUE being a regulated utility in the state of Missouri, in Docket 

Nos. 07-0585 et al. (Cons.), the Commission determined that a Section 9-230 

adjustment was warranted because AmerenCIPS’ ratepayers were providing a windfall 

to AmerenUE, a non-Illinois utility, by refinancing an intercompany note with higher cost 

debt before it matured.   

The Commission finds that while there may be some collateral benefits to 
AmerenCIPS' ratepayers, it appears that there is an increased cost due to 
this transaction, and pursuant to 9-230 of the Act, it would be improper to 
reflect any resulting incremental cost increase in AmerenCIPS‘ cost of 
capital, regardless of any potential benefits relating to repayment flexibility 
that AmerenCIPS may realize due to refinancing the intercompany note 
with bonds.  (Order, Docket No. 07-0585 et al. (Cons.), Sept. 24, 2008, p. 
178) 

 

In a prior case, Docket No. 03-0657, AmerenUE ceased operating as an Illinois utility 

when the Commission authorized the transfer of AmerenUE’s gas assets and Illinois 

retail operations to its affiliate AmerenCIPS: 

According to Mr. Nelson, it is Ameren’s intention to transfer the natural gas 
assets and associated obligations of AmerenUE’s Metro East retail 
operations in Illinois to AmerenCIPS. Under the Companies’ overall plan, 
AmerenUE would cease doing business as a gas utility, as proposed in 
this docket, and as an electric utility, in the State of Illinois. Thus, under 
the Companies’ plan, AmerenUE would cease doing business as a public 
utility in Illinois.  (Order, Docket No. 03-0657, Sept. 22, 2004, p. 6) 
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Furthermore, the PO’s conclusion as to the applicability of Section 9-230 to 

ComEd of Indiana is inconsistent with the PO’s conclusion regarding bank facility fees.  

Specifically, ComEd made a similar argument opposing Staff’s proposed Section 9-230 

adjustment to the bank facility fees.  The PO states: 

ComEd concludes that Ms. Phipps’ interpretation of Section 9-230 is incorrect in 
that Section 9-230 does not apply to regulated or utility affiliates like Exelon 
Generation Company (“ExGen”) (regulated by FERC) and PECO Energy 
Company (“PECO”) (a regulated utility), and thus this recommended adjustment 
should be rejected.  (PO, p. 132) 
 

Yet, the PO rejected this notion when it accepted Staff’s Section 9-230 adjustment to 

bank facility fees: 

The Commission accepts Staff’s proposed adjustment to the arrangers’ fees for 
ComEd’s community and minority owned bank credit facilities.  Staff’s adjustment 
is necessary because the allocation of the bank fees incurred under the Exelon 
small bank credit facilities is inconsistent with Section 9-230.  The record 
evidence does not support that ComEd separately negotiated arranger fees from 
JPMorgan or Seaway for the ComEd facility.  (PO, p. 135) 
 

The PO correctly declines to include the effects of PECO and ExGen in ComEd’s 

overall cost of capital calculation, just as the Commission declined to include the effects 

of CILCORP, AERG and AmerenUE in the Ameren Illinois utilities’ cost of capital, 

described above.  Nevertheless, the PO includes ComEd of Indiana in the calculation of 

ComEd’s common equity balance.  Staff avers the basis for this inconsistent 

interpretation of Section 9-230 is not supported by evidence. 

Absent consistent interpretation and application of Section 9-230, it is not clear 

where the cutoff would be for affiliate-related costs that the Commission is obligated to 

remove for ratemaking purposes.  First, it would require the Commission to ascertain 

whether a company meets the definition of a utility in other jurisdictions.  Second, it 

could stretch the definition of “regulated” so far as to make Section 9-230 meaningless.  
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This is because it is likely that every company is regulated by some sort of 

governmental entity, whether that is the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 

Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 

the FERC, the ICC or a public utility commission in another state.   

Staff interprets the Commission’s prior application of Section 9-230 of the Act as 

a safeguard against authorizing revenue requirements for Illinois public utilities that 

include direct or indirect costs of affiliates for which the Commission has no ratemaking 

authority.    

 Next, the PO erroneously concludes: 
 

…even if ComEd of Indiana were not a regulated utility, Staff has failed to 
show that ComEd of Indiana incrementally increases ComEd’s risk.  (PO, 
p. 127) 
 

Section 9-230 of the Act states: 
 

In determining a reasonable rate of return upon investment for any public 
utility in any proceeding to establish rates or charges, the Commission 
shall not include any (i) incremental risk, (ii) increased cost of capital, or 
(iii) after May 31, 2003….[inapplicable provision pertaining to telephone 
directory operations], which is the direct or indirect result of a public 
utility’s affiliation with unregulated or non-utility companies.”   
(220 ILCS 5/9-230, emphasis added) 

 
Staff respectfully disagrees with the PO conclusion on the ComEd of Indiana 

issue because it will not permit the Commission to remove from utility rates and charges 

any incremental cost of capital resulting from an Illinois utility’s affiliation with 

unregulated or non-utility companies, as required by Section 9-230 of the Act.  By using 

“or” instead of “and” in Section 9-230, the Legislature made clear that Section 9-230 

applies if the Commission determines a company falls under either category – i.e., 

increases a utility’s risk or increases a utility’s cost of capital.  An increase in risk is a 
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sufficient condition for an increase in the rate of return but not a necessary one.  As 

Staff witness Kight-Garlisch testified:   

Increasing the proportion of common equity in a utility's capital structure reduces 
financial risk, thereby lowering the cost of each source of capital. However, 
common equity is the most costly source of capital. Therefore, an excessive 
proportion of common equity unnecessarily raises the overall cost of capital.  
(Staff Ex. 12.0, 2:25-28) 
 

Note that a higher common equity ratio reduces financial risk.  Nonetheless, under 

Section 16-108.5(c)(3) of the Act, a higher common equity ratio increases the cost of 

capital because the rate of return on common equity is higher than the cost of debt.  

Therefore, if the investment in a nonutility subsidiary is large enough, its inclusion in a 

public utility’s balance of common equity would increase that public utility’s rate of return 

on investment under Section 16-108.5(c)(3) regardless of whether that affiliate 

increases the public utility’s risk. 

Staff has shown that the increase to ComEd’s equity balance that results from its 

affiliation with ComEd of Indiana must be removed from ComEd’s delivery services 

rates under Section 9-230 of the Act to ensure that ComEd’s rate of return on 

investment is not increased through an increase in ComEd’s common equity ratio.  

Although ComEd of Indiana is not sufficiently large to increase ComEd’s rate of return 

on investment in the instant proceeding, there is also no guarantee that ComEd’s 

investment in ComEd of Indiana will have no effect in future formula rate proceedings.  

That is, unless the Commission adopts Staff’s methodology for adjusting ComEd’s 

common equity balance, then the Commission will have failed to establish a formula 

that can meet the requirements of Section 9-230 of the Act in the event ComEd’s 

investment in ComEd of Indiana increases in the future. 
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Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 127) 

 

For the foregoing reasons, Staff offers this alternate language for the PO: 
 

   c) Commission Analysis and Conclusion 
 

The Commission rejectsadopts Staff’s proposed equity adjustment 
regarding ComEd of Indiana.  Staff has correctly misinterpreted and 
misapplied Section 9-230.  Section 9-230 provides:  

 
Rate of return; financial involvement with nonutility or 
unregulated companies. In determining a reasonable rate of 
return upon investment for any public utility in any 
proceeding to establish rates or charges, the Commission 
shall not include any (i) incremental risk, (ii) increased cost 
of capital, or (iii) after May 31, 2003, revenue or expense 
attributed to telephone directory operations, which is the 
direct or indirect result of the public utility's affiliation with 
unregulated or nonutility companies. 

 
220 ILCS 5/9-230.  The evidence in this case shows that ComEd of 
Indiana is not a regulated utility that provides transmission service to 
ComEd’s service territory in northern Illinois. because  Section 9-230 does 
not requires that the regulated or utility entity be a “public utility” as defined 
by the Public Utilities Act.  Any other interpretation of Section 9-230 of the 
Act would be arbitrary and likely result in authorizing revenue 
requirements for Illinois public utilities that include direct or indirect costs 
of affiliates for which the Commission has no ratemaking authority.  In 
addition, even if ComEd of Indiana were not a regulated utility, Staff has 
failed to show that ComEd of Indiana incrementally increases ComEd’s 
risk. 
 

4. Common Equity Ratio/Cap Limit  

5. Subsequent Procedure/Process Re: Capital Structure Issues  

   

C. Cost of Capital Components  

1. Cost of Short-Term Debt  
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2. Cost of Credit Facilities  

3. Cost of Long-Term Debt  

4. Cost of Common Equity  

VII. COST OF SERVICE AND RATE DESIGN  

A. Studies Submitted Pursuant to 2010 Rate Case Order 

B. Rate Design, Including Upcoming Docket  

 Staff takes exception to the PO‘s characterization of Staff‘s position, as well as 

the PO‘s conclusion that the contested issue in question somehow affects rate design in 

a manner inconsistent with this Commission’s past Orders, practice and law.  

 The PO states that:  
 

[I]t should be pointed out at the outset that, because Staff failed to raise this 
argument in docket 10-0467, Staff has waived its right to do so here. (PO, p. 143)   

 
 The argument referred to in the PO could not have been raised in docket 10-

0467, however, because the underlying issue arose after that docket was heard and 

taken. The issue at hand is the Company’s compliance with the Commission’s 10-0467 

order involving rate design for Residential and Watt Hour customers.   In that docket, 

the PO (PO, Docket No. 10-0467, p. 218) and the Final Order (Order, Docket No. 10-

0467, May 24, 2011, p. 232) directed the Company to set volumetric charges to recover 

50% of fixed costs (it follows the remaining 50% of fixed costs are recovered through 

fixed charges). In the Company’s brief on exceptions for Docket No. 10-0467 (“BOE”) 

(ComEd BOE, Docket No. 10-0467, p. 92), ComEd objected to this calculation, averring 

instead that its volumetric charges should be set based on 50% of total costs.  This 

shows the Company clearly understood that the referenced percentage of costs applied 

to fixed costs, rather than total costs. The Commission rejected ComEd’s exception and 
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the Final Order in 10-0467 maintained the PO’s rate design conclusion (i.e. volumetric 

charges were to recover 50% of fixed costs and the remaining 50% of fixed costs are 

recovered through fixed charges). Nevertheless, in its compliance rates for that case, 

unknown to Staff, the Company based charges for the two classes based on total costs 

rather than fixed costs, in direct conflict with the Commission order in that case.  

 Now, however, ComEd insists on the Commission adopting the very same rate 

design position the Commission rejected in Docket No. 10-0467 all on the basis of a 

technicality. Despite the Order’s directive to the contrary, ComEd filed compliance tariffs 

that comported with its own preferred rate design for Residential and Watt Hour 

customers as opposed to that ordered by the Commission. Because Staff did not catch 

that non-compliance during the brief compliance period immediately following the Final 

Order in Docket No. 10-0467, the PO asserts the Commission is somehow locked into 

preserving that error and Staff has waived any right to address, or the Commission to 

correct this error. Staff strongly disagrees. 

 First, underlying the PO’s finding appears to be a presumption of a statute of 

limitations on correcting mistakes in compliance tariff filings. The PO fails to consider 

that the Act specifically provides for the Commission to investigate on its own motion or 

upon complaint:  

the rates or other charges, or classifications, or any of them, demanded, 
observed, charged or collected by any public utility for any service or 
product or commodity, or in connection therewith, or that the rules, 
regulations, contracts, or practices or any of them, affecting such rates or 
other charges, or classifications, or any of them,” that “are unjust, 
unreasonable, discriminatory or preferential, or in any way in violation of 
any provisions of law, ….  
(220 ILCS 5/9-250) 
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Section 9-250 clearly rejects the notion of a waiver or statute of limitations as the PO 

appears to suggest.  Staff’s more reasonable position is that a mistake should be 

corrected when discovered.  However, given the fact that the rates approved in Docket 

No. 10-0467 had a limited life span due to the Company’s fling of a performance-based 

formula rate pursuant to 16-108.5(c) of the Act, Staff determined that the current 

proceeding designed to tie ratemaking to the 10-0467 Order was the appropriate venue 

to correct this mistake. Knowingly continuing an error into perpetuity when it can be 

corrected defies common sense.  

Second, the PO appears to incorrectly assume that Staff is barred by res judicata 

and/or estoppel by judgment from litigating this “spillover issue” from Docket 10-0467. 

As discussed above the PO is factually wrong on the issue of rate design.  The order in 

10-0467 did approve a rate design where volumetric charges were to recover 50% of 

fixed costs and the remaining 50% of fixed costs are recovered through fixed charges.  

Putting that aside, the Commission is not a judicial body and its orders do not have the 

effect of res judicata (Mississippi River Fuel Corp. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 1 Ill. 

2d 509, 513, (1953)) If the Commission were to adopt the PO’s conclusion on this issue, 

while there is no res judicata, when the Commission drastically departs from past 

practices, its decisions are entitled to less deference. Citizens Utility Board v. Illinois 

Commerce Comm’n, 166 Ill.2d 111 (1995) (Lakehead Pipeline Co. Ltd., v. Illinois 

Commerce Comm’n, 296 Ill.3d 942, 956 (1998). 

 The PO further states that:  
 

[f]urther, Staff’s argument regarding the proper SFV allocation takes the 
Commission’s decision in the final order in docket 10-0467 out of context. Staff’s 
argument, in effect, increases some consumers’ volumetric charges. (PO, p. 143) 
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Whether volumetric charges would increase or decrease as a result of the correction to 

the rate design is irrelevant to this discussion. What matters is whether the 

Commission’s directive on how variable charges for Residential and Watt Hour 

customers are to be calculated is being followed. While the Commission’s 10-0467 

Order indicates that the use of volumetric charges be reduced so that they recover 50% 

of fixed delivery service costs for these two classes, ComEd has instead chosen to base 

those charges on 50% of total costs for each class. The Commission correctly observed 

in its Final Order in Docket No. 10-0467, however, that Illinois Electricity Distribution Tax 

(“IEDT”) costs are not fixed: 

[t]he Commission agrees with Staff that since the IEDT is related to usage, cost 
causation principles would argue for recovery through a per-kWh charge from all 
customers. (Final Order, Docket No. 10-0467, May 24, 2011, p. 285)  

 
ComEd’s calculation of the volumetric charge based upon 50% of total costs instead of 

fixed costs, however, results in the erroneous recovery of variable IEDT costs through 

the fixed charge.  Clearly, adopting ComEd’s argument produces a result that not only 

contradicts the Commission directive for volumetric charges to be set to recover 50% of 

fixed costs but also results in recovery of a variable cost through a fixed charge. No 

evidence has been provided by the Company, because none exists, that the 

Commission contemplated achieving such an absurd result in its 10-0467 Order.  

 The Commission’s 10-0467 Order is relevant to the determination of rate design 

in this case because it is the Commission’s most recent general rate increase order for 

ComEd. Specifically, the Act indicates that for performance-based formula rates the rate 

design of the first formula rate filing at the Commission “shall be consistent with the 

Commission’s most recent order . . . for a general rate increase.” 220 ILCS 
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5/16.108.5(c). For all the reasons explained above, the fact remains that the Company’s 

proposed rate design for the Residential and Watt Hour classed are inconsistent with 

the language of the 10-0467 Order, notwithstanding an unfortunate oversight during the 

compliance review process. The 10-0467 Order (or the PO’s decision in this 

proceeding) contains no language to support ComEd’s position to set volumetric 

charges and fixed charges to each recover 50% of total costs. 

Therefore, Staff respectfully recommends that the following language on page 

143 of the PO be replaced as follows: 

Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 143) 
 
  4. Commission Analysis and Conclusions 
 
 It should be pointed out at the outset that, because Staff failed to raise this 
argument in docket 10-0467, Staff has waived its right to do so here.  (See, e.g., 
Carpetland U.S.A. v. Ill. Dept. of Employment Security, 201 Ill. 2d 351, 397, 776 N.E.2d 
166 (2002), finding that failure to timely raise an issue constitutes waiver of that issue.).  
Therefore, this Commission need not consider these arguments.   
 Further, Staff’s argument regarding the proper SFV allocation takes the 
Commission’s decision in the final order in docket 10-0467 out of context.  Staff’s 
argument, in effect, increases some consumers’ volumetric charges.  However, a 
reading of the final order in docket 10-0467 makes it clear that the Commission’s intent 
was to decrease those charges and increase the rate of recovery of fixed costs through 
fixed charges.  (See, docket 10-0467, Final Order of May 24, 2011, at 231-32).  We 
therefore decline to accept Staff’s proposals.   
 
 There are two key rate design questions before the Commission: 1) What did the 
Commission order in Docket No. 10-0467 with respect to the fixed costs to be recovered 
from volumetric charges and from fixed charges?; and 2) Is the Company’s proposal in 
this proceeding consistent with that Commission order? These questions are paramount 
because the Act requires that the Company’s rate design and cost allocation across 
customer classes be consistent with the Commission’s most recent order which is its 
order in Docket No. 10-0467. 
 To the first question, it is clear that with respect to Residential and Watt Hour 
Charges, the Commission ordered the Company to reduce its volumetric charges such 
that they would recover 50% of fixed delivery service costs. (Order at 232). It should be 
clear from that directive that it follows that the remaining 50% of fixed delivery service 
costs would have to be recovered from fixed charges.   
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 To the second question, the Company ignored the Commission’s order in Docket 
No. 10-0467 by setting its volumetric charges to recover 50% of total costs and setting 
its fixed charges to recover the remaining 50% of total costs. As noted above, the 
calculation of such charges should instead have been based upon the recovery of 50% 
of fixed delivery service costs. The Company argues that because the compliance tariff 
it filed pursuant to our 10-0467 Order erroneously set its volumetric and fixed charges 
based on the recovery of 50% of total costs as opposed to 50% of fixed delivery service 
costs, and because Staff did not identify that error during its compliance review, that this 
Commission is now bound to that error. The Commission categorically rejects this 
notion. 
 The Commission’s Order in Docket No. 10-0467 further concluded that the Illinois 
Electricity Distribution Tax (IEDT) is related to usage and should be recovered through a 
per-kWh charge from all customers. (Order at 285)  In other words, the Commission 
recognized that IEDT is a variable cost and it would be incorrect to recover this variable 
cost through a fixed charge instead of through a variable charge. Yet, that is how the 
Company is proposing to recover this cost as a result of its erroneous approach in 
setting volumetric and fixed charges to recover 50% of total costs instead of 50% of 
fixed costs.  Therefore, the Commission rejects the Company’s argument and adopts 
Staff’s rate design proposal for the Residential and Watt hour classes which is 
consistent with the Commission’ order in Docket No. 10-0467.  
 

C. Embedded Cost of Service Study, Including Distribution Losses  

VIII. ADDITIONAL FORMULA / TARIFF ISSUES  

A. Tariff Issues   

1. Separate Statement of Earnings Collar Effect  

2. Calculation of Increases for Three-Year Report  

3. Weather Normalization 

4. The IIEC’s Argument that ComEd's Tariffs are Too Detailed 

 The PO concludes that a rulemaking should be initiated regarding a systematic 

approach governing the formula rate process. (PO, p. 150) Staff believes that such a 

rulemaking is not needed at this time. Such a rulemaking would be premature and is not 

needed in order for the Commission to approve a more simplified version of the tariff. 

 A rulemaking would be premature. The contemplated rule presumably would 

apply to all affected utilities, not just ComEd. Until the Commission has approved a 
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formula rate tariff for all participating utilities, such a rule may not contemplate 

appropriate differences, if any, in the formula rate tariffs of the different participating 

utilities.  Furthermore, the Commission has not yet ruled on any annual update filings for 

any participating utility.  If a rulemaking were to be initiated, the process would be better 

informed by doing so after the various stakeholders have gained more practical 

experience with the formula rate process. 

 The PO links its conclusion regarding a rulemaking to its conclusion regarding 

simplification of ComEd’s proposed formula rate tariff.  However, a rulemaking is not 

necessary in order for the Commission to approve a more simplified version of the 

formula rate tariff should the Commission choose to do so. In fact, should the 

Commission approve a more simplified version of the formula rate tariff in this case, it 

would do so without the benefit of a rule because any rulemaking would be subsequent 

to this case. 

 Staff would also note that participating utilities are already required by 

Commission rule to provide substantial information to support their filings.  Participating 

utilities are already required to provide supporting information consistent with the 

Commission’s rules regarding the filing of a general rate case. Section 16-108.5(d)(3) of 

the Act states in part: 

The filing shall include relevant and necessary data and documentation for 
the applicable rate year that is consistent with the Commission’s rules 
applicable to a filing for a general increase in rates or any rules adopted 
by the Commission to implement this Section.  

(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(d)(3), Emphasis added) 
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In this case, ComEd provided the materials required by 83 Ill. Adm. Code 285, the ALJs 

issued a deficiency notice on December 2, 2011, and ComEd provided additional 

information in its response to this deficiency notice on December 30, 2011. 

 Staff recognizes that it might be appropriate to consider a rulemaking at a later 

time, after every participating utility has in place a Commission-approved formula rate 

tariff and the various stakeholders have learned more about what kind of refinements, if 

any, are needed based on their practical experiences with the annual update process. 

However, Staff believes that initiating such a rulemaking at this time is premature.  

 
Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 150) 
 
 Given the above, the following changes should be made to the Proposed Order. 
 
   c) Commission Analysis and Conclusions 
 
 The fact that tariffs are not comprehensible to most people does not justify 
making tariffs more incomprehensible. The IIEC’s recommendation is well-taken 
regarding simplification of ComEd’s tariffs pursuant to Section 16-108.5 of the Public 
Utilities Act and it is hereby adopted.  We also note that Section 16-108.5 of the Public 
Utilities Act is not easy to comprehend, but, it will last for 10 to 11 years, unless it is 
dramatically altered by the General Assembly or the Appellate or Supreme Courts.  The 
IIEC’s recommendation to instigate a rulemaking regarding a systematic approach 
governing the formula rate process will add clarity to the reconciliations that will take 
place pursuant to this statute, which should provide greater clarity for utilities, 
ratepayers and Commission Staff.  This recommendation is also adopted by this 
Commission. 
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B. Ratemaking Process and Filing Issues  

1. Access to Information re Formula Rate Filing  

2. Triggers for a Hearing on Certain Operating Costs  

3. Performance Condition for Incentive Compensation Costs  
  

C. Reconciliation   

1. Average Rate Base Proposals (see also III.C.1)  

2. Interest Rate Proposals  

3. Regulatory Asset / Deferred Expense Recommendation  
  

D. Other Proposals and Positions Regarding Formula, Tariff Schedules 
and Attachments, and Processes  

 

IX. OTHER    

A. Distribution System Loss Study  

B. Study Report #5 
  

X. CONCLUSION 

   

XI. FINDINGS AND ORDERING PARAGRAPHS 

Staff takes exception to the limited review period allowed by finding 11 of the PO.  

The PO provides the Company with only three business days to submit compliance 

tariffs and the tariffs become effective at the later of June 1, 2012 or four business days 

after the filing of the tariffs.  Within that time period, Staff is to review the Company’s 

tariff and corrections are to be made, if necessary.  (PO, p. 173)  As a result of those 

dates, Staff will have less than four business day to review the compliance tariffs.  The 
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PO appears to adopt this schedule despite the fact that the Company’s proposed tariffs 

were filed pursuant to Section 16-108.5(c) and Section 16-108.5(c) provides in part that: 

[a]fter the utility files its proposed performance-based formula rate structure and 
protocols and initial rates, the Commission shall initiate a docket to review the filing. The 
Commission shall enter an order approving, or approving as modified, the 
performance-based formula rate, including the initial rates, as just and reasonable within 
270 days after the date on which the tariff was filed, or, if the tariff is filed within 14 days 
after the effective date of this amendatory Act of the 97th General Assembly, then by 
May 31, 2012. Such review shall be based on the same evidentiary standards, 
including, but not limited to, those concerning the prudence and reasonableness of the 
costs incurred by the utility, the Commission applies in a hearing to review a filing for a 
general increase in rates under Article IX of this Act. The initial rates shall take effect 
within 30 days after the Commission's order approving the performance-based formula 
rate tariff. 

(220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c))(emphasis added). 

Since Section 16-108.5(c) only requires that the tariffs “take effect within 30 days 

after the Commission’s order”, such a compact period for the filing and review of tariffs 

is not necessary.  This is the first time the Commission will approve a formula tariff and 

the Proposed Order itself comments on the complexity of the tariffs proposed by 

ComEd. Staff respectfully requests that it be given more time to review the Company’s 

compliance tariffs than is provided in the Proposed Order.  Staff assumes the Company 

would also benefit from having more time to prepare the compliance tariffs as well.  

Accordingly, Staff requests that the Company be allowed five business days to submit 

compliance tariffs and that the tariffs be effective ten business days after ComEd 

submits them. This would in effect give Staff ten business days to review the 

compliance tariffs. 
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Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 173) 
 
 Based upon the above, Staff recommends the following changes to findings 11 

and 12. 

 
XI. Findings and Ordering Paragraphs 

* * * 
(11) new tariff sheets and associated informational sheets authorized to be 

filed by this Order shall reflect an effective date that is consistent with the 
requirements set forth in the Section 16-108.5(c) of the Act; 
Commonwealth Edison Company shall be allowed three five business 
days after the issuance of this Order to submit its compliance filing, which 
shall then be subject to a review period; the new tariff sheets and 
associated informational sheets authorized to be filed by this Order shall 
take effect ten business  after the date of filing that is the later of (a) the 
date that is four business days after the date of filing or (b) June 1, 2012, 
with said tariff sheets, associated informational sheets, and supporting 
work papers, to be reviewed by the Staff of the Commission and 
corrected, if necessary, within that time period; 

 
(12) Starting June 1, 2012, or when the rates from this proceeding become 

effective, all delivery service uncollectible costs shall be recovered through 
Rider UF.   

 

XII. TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS 

A. Technical Correction 1 

 The PO contains a scrivener’s error, which Staff believes resulted from the PO 

not accepting Staff’s adjustment to remove ComEd of Indiana from ComEd’s common 

equity balance and failing to re-calculate the corresponding CWIP adjustment for long-

term debt and common equity balances.  This scrivener’s error does not affect the rate 

of return on rate base and has a negligible effect on the adjusted average long-term 

debt and common equity balances and ratios, as shown in the table below.  

Nevertheless, to assist the Commission by improving the accuracy of the Final Order 
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should the Commission adopt the conclusion the PO reaches regarding ComEd of 

Indiana, which it should not, Staff submits revised versions of its schedules 7.01, 7.02, 

p. 2, 7.03, 7.04 and 7.05 without Staff’s ComEd of Indiana adjustment.  These ICC Staff 

BOE Schedules (Attachment A) present revised calculations of the common equity 

balance, adjustments to remove remaining CWIP from the long-term debt and long-term 

debt and common equity balances and a summary table of the rate of return based on 

the PO’s conclusion.  If the Commission accepts the PO’s conclusion regarding ComEd 

of Indiana, which it should not, Staff recommends incorporating the corrected amounts 

on Attachment A, ICC Staff BOE, Schedule 7.01, lines 1-5, into Appendix A, p. 15. The 

bolded numbers are those that changed. 

  

Corrections to Appendix A, p. 15, columns (b) and (c), per ICC Staff BOE Schedule 7.01 
Balances and Weights 

 PO  Corrected 

Long-Term Debt $4,880,640 53.32% $4,880,671 53.30% 

Common Equity $4,225,254 46.16% $4,228,143 46.17% 

Total $9,154,267 100.00%  $9,157,187 100.00% 

 

Corrections to Schedule 7.03 Balances and Weights, which are  derived from the 
revised unadjusted balances reflected on ICC Staff BOE Schedules 7.04 and 7.05 

 PO  Corrected 

CWIP 
Adjustment  

Percentage of 
Long-Term 

Capital  

Percentage of 
Long-Term 

Capital 

Long-Term Debt $31,992 53.63% $31,961 53.58% 

Common Equity $27,656 46.37% $27,687 46.42% 

 
Additionally, should the Commission adopt the PO’s conclusion on ComEd of 

Indiana, which it should not, Staff recommends the following clarifying change to page 

125 of the PO, which is the Commission’s Analysis and Conclusion on the remaining 

CWIP adjustment to the long-term debt and common equity balances. 
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Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 125) 
 

   c) Commission Analysis and Conclusion 
 
 The Commission accepts Staff’s proposed adjustment to ComEd’s long term 
debt and equity balances regarding CWIP accruing AFUDC.  The Commission modified 
the amount of Staff’s proposed adjustments, but not the methodology, in order to reflect 
the Commission’s decision to eliminate Staff’s proposed adjustment to remove ComEd 
of Indiana from the Company’s common equity balance, as discussed hereafter.  Staff 
made the same adjustment in Docket No. 10-0467 in which Company witness Martin 
Fruehe agreed with the methodology and did not contest the adjustment.  Further, the 
Commission agrees with Staff that no double counting of capital occurs when the 
allowance for funds used during construction-related adjustments to short-term debt and 
long-term capital are either both accepted or rejected.  Accepting only one of those 
adjustments, however, results in a mismatched capital structure measurement that only 
benefits the Company.  
 

B. Technical Correction 2 

 Finding and Ordering Paragraph (7) approves $14,426,322,000 as the original 

cost of plant as of December 31, 2011.  The paragraph states that the original cost 

amount reflects the Commission’s determination adjusting that figure; however, the 

amount stated does not include the effects of various Staff adjustments adopted by the 

Commission.  The correct original cost amount which reflects adjustments adopted by 

the Commission should be $14,398,674,000.  As noted on page 22 of the Proposed 

Order, “The difference between the two figures represents issues presented in Section 

III.C.2.b, d, e, and f, as discussed herein.”  (PO, p. 22)   

 
Proposed Language 
(PO, p. 173) 
 

Finding and Ordering Paragraph (7) should be amended as follows: 
 

(7) the Commission, based on Commonwealth Edison 
Company’s original cost of plant in service as of December 
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31, 2011, and reflecting the Commission’s determination 
adjusting that figure, approves 
$14,426,332,00014,398,674,000 as the original cost of plant 
as of said date; 

 

C. Technical Correction 3 

In reviewing Appendix A of the PO, Staff recognized that the adjustments for 

Deferred Debits and Other Deferred Credits were flipped on Appendix A, page 6.  A 

review of Staff Schedule 13.11 shows the Deferred Debits adjustment to be (15) and the 

Other Deferred Credits adjustment to be 53.  An error in Appendix A attached to Staff’s 

Initial Brief which Staff just discovered also erroneously shows the Deferred Debit to be 

53 instead of (15) and the Other Deferred Credit to be (15) instead of 53, most likely is 

the reason for these numbers to be flipped in Appendix A to the PO.  Staff apologizes 

for any confusion. 

While this correction does not impact the overall revenue requirement, in the 

interest of presenting the adjustment accurately, this technical correction should be 

made in the Final Order.  Accordingly, Appendix A, page 6 should show a Deferred 

Debit of (15) and an Other Deferred Credit of 53. 
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WHEREFORE, for all of the following reasons, Staff respectfully requests that the 

Commission’s order in this proceeding reflect all of Staff’s recommendations regarding 

the Company’s tariffs and charges submitted pursuant to Section 16-108.5 of the Public 

Utilities Act. 

       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
       ___________________________ 
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